Preserve Borrower Relationships and Keep Revenue Flowing

HigherEDGE Advantages
- 4.23 out of 5 customer satisfaction rating
- Exemplary audit and compliance history/No negative judgments
- Deep experience and expertise in higher education collections
- Well-run, transparent, and extremely responsive operations

Key Highlights
- Consultative contact center/collections operations
- Licensed in all 50 states and U.S. territories
- Bilingual services
- High volume capacity
- Embedded culture of compliance and data security
- FISMA/NIST compliant (facilities & systems)
- Strong portfolio and fiscal management
- Growth-designed 250,000 square feet of facilities
- Nonprofit 501(c)(3)
- Founded in 1979

Student loan lenders face a difficult business challenge — ensure students keep their accounts current, and build a positive, long lasting relationship for future business. Fortunately, balancing accounts receivable management and customer relationships no longer requires as many trade-offs. HigherEDGE™ services from Trellis Company can help. Over our 40-year heritage, we have honed a consultative, educational approach to working with student borrowers that leverages leading account and relationship management practices to guide them towards successful repayment and a positive experience. The Trellis model has proven it is possible to have high-performing portfolios while maintaining positive relationships with student borrowers.

Simply stated, Trellis is able to efficiently deliver top tier student loan account recovery services for lenders of all sizes.
Trellis Company is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) corporation with the dual mission of helping student borrowers successfully repay their education loans and promoting access and success in higher education. We remain invested in the success of students and higher education institutions. Today, we’re drawing on our history, expanding into new sectors, and delivering the same level of exceptional care and service that our customers have come to depend on. Trellis employs nearly 400 team members.

For more information: higheredge@TrellisCompany.org or 512-219-5700
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